Google Team,

Thank you for your help with this matter. We have contacted the webmaster for removal and the webmaster insists on obtaining a copy of our client's ID card.
We offered a redacted on as well as this removal approval. Even so, the webmaster will not comply. We have explained that google has its verification processes to protect individuals from identity theft, doxing etc.

Please let us know how to proceed in this matter. Please see if he can be explained that this claim is valid. He has been cc'd within this email.

Removal Cases:
8-1584000030679
2-3862000030603

Chastity

On Thu, Apr 30, 2020 at 12:51 PM <removals@google.com> wrote:

Hello,

Thanks for reaching out to us.

In accordance with your request, Google is working to remove the following URLs for queries related to your name from versions of Google’s search results for countries applying European data protection law:
https://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2012/06/another_failed.htm

These pages will also be removed for queries relating to your clients name to users located in your country. Please note that it may take several hours for this action to take effect. This action will not remove the content at issue from the web. You still may wish to contact the site’s webmaster. Visit https://support.google.com/websearch/answer/9109 to learn how to contact a webmaster.

With regards to the following URLs:
https://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2011/06/ripoff_report_g_2.htm

We did not locate your client name on this page. We have taken manual steps to prevent this page from ranking in response to queries for your name on European versions of Google’s search results. These pages will also be blocked for queries relating to your name to users located in your country.

Regarding the following URLs:
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/specific_search/FADI%20ZADI
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/specific_search/SEBASTION%20FADI%20ZADI

A recent review of the situation showed that the specified web page is not currently displayed in our search results or has been removed. If you are still concerned about this issue, please send us the URL of the page in question, as it appears on the Google search results page.

Follow these steps to find the correct URL:
1. Type your query into the search box on Google.com and click **Google Search**.
2. Right-click the title of the site in question, and click **Copy link address**.
3. Paste the copied URL into your reply to this email.

Regards,
The Google Team

**Your submission**

**Name used to search:**
SEBASTIAN FADI ZADI / SEBASTION ZADI / FADI ZADI / SEBASTION FADI ZADI

**Your full legal name:**
SEBASTIAN ZADI

**Who you are acting on behalf of, and if applicable, your legal relationship to them:**
client
attorney

**Contact email address:**
TDNOTICE@techlawai.com

**Search results you want removed:**
https://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2011/06/ripoff_report_g_2.htm
https://blog.ericgoldman.org/archives/2012/06/another_failed.htm
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/specific_search/FADI%20ZADI
https://www.ripoffreport.com/reports/specific_search/SEBASTION%20FADI%20ZADI

**Reason for removal:**
1. MY NAME IS USED ON A CASE THAT WAS CLOSED REDACTED THERE WERE OTHER PARTIES ASSOCIATED AND NOT MENTIONED, BLOG IS USING SEO TOOLS TO MONITORILY BENEFIT, I WAS OT ASKED TO COMMENT NOR SPEAK OF THE COMPANY CASE, DATA HAS BEEN MERGED WITH CASES NOT RELEVANT TO ME, THEY HAVE SENT A LINK TO AN ADDITIONAL SITE THAT EXPOSES MY HOME ADDRESS PHONE NUMBERS ETC, USING ALL MY NAMES SEBASTIAN FADI ZADI 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON.

OTHER PARTIES ASSOCIATED AND NOT MENTIONED, BLOG IS USING SEO TOOLS TO MONITORILY BENEFIT, I WAS OT ASKED TO COMMENT NOR SPEAK OF THE COMPANY CASE, DATA HAS BEEN MERGED WITH CASES NOT RELEVANT TO ME, THEY HAVE SENT A LINK TO AN ADDITIONAL SITE THAT EXPOSES MY HOME ADDRESS PHONE NUMBERS ETC, USING ALL MY NAMES SEBASTIAN FADI ZADI 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION IS EXPOSED SUCH AS PHONE NUMBER ADDRESS ETC THE ARTICLE DOS NOT MAKE ANY SENSE IT IS ALL REDACTED AND IT ONLY USES KEYWORDS AND ANCHOR TEXT TO IDENTIFY ME AS NEGATIVE, THE CASE IS CIVIL AND DOES OT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WOITH THE CONTACT OF THE ANCHOR TEXT OR KEYWORDS, DEFAMING AND PURPOSELY UNDER MALICIOUS INTENT TO DEFAME AND HARD HARM PRIVACY AND REDIRECT HARD THREAT AND VIOLENCE AND TRIOLLYING. USING THESE TAGS " extortionist-cheat-drug-addict-habitual-liar-" 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION IS EXPOSED SUCH AS PHONE NUMBER ADDRESS ETC THE ARTICLE DOS NOT MAKE ANY SENSE IT IS ALL REDACTED AND IT ONLY USES KEYWORDS AND ANCHOR TEXT TO IDENTIFY ME AS NEGATIVE, THE CASE IS CIVIL AND DOES OT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WOITH THE CONTACT OF THE ANCHOR TEXT OR KEYWORDS, DEFAMING AND PURPOSELY UNDER MALICIOUS INTENT TO DEFAME AND HARD HARM PRIVACY AND REDIRECT HARD THREAT AND VIOLENCE AND TRIOLLYING. USING THESE TAGS " extortionist-cheat-drug-addict-habitual-liar-" 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION IS EXPOSED SUCH AS PHONE NUMBER ADDRESS ETC THE ARTICLE DOS NOT MAKE ANY SENSE IT IS ALL REDACTED AND IT ONLY USES KEYWORDS AND ANCHOR TEXT TO IDENTIFY ME AS NEGATIVE, THE CASE IS CIVIL AND DOES OT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WOITH THE CONTACT OF THE ANCHOR TEXT OR KEYWORDS, DEFAMING AND PURPOSELY UNDER MALICIOUS INTENT TO DEFAME AND HARD HARM PRIVACY AND REDIRECT HARD THREAT AND VIOLENCE AND TRIOLLYING. USING THESE TAGS " extortionist-cheat-drug-addict-habitual-liar-" 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION IS EXPOSED SUCH AS PHONE NUMBER ADDRESS ETC THE ARTICLE DOS NOT MAKE ANY SENSE IT IS ALL REDACTED AND IT ONLY USES KEYWORDS AND ANCHOR TEXT TO IDENTIFY ME AS NEGATIVE, THE CASE IS CIVIL AND DOES OT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WOITH THE CONTACT OF THE ANCHOR TEXT OR KEYWORDS, DEFAMING AND PURPOSELY UNDER MALICIOUS INTENT TO DEFAME AND HARD HARM PRIVACY AND REDIRECT HARD THREAT AND VIOLENCE AND TRIOLLYING. USING THESE TAGS " extortionist-cheat-drug-addict-habitual-liar-" 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY, THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE ENSE ALOT HAS BEEN REDACTED THUS DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.
ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE SENSE. A LOT HAS BEEN REDACTED. IT DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.

1. PERSONAL INFORMATION IS EXPOSED SUCH AS PHONE NUMBER, ADDRESS, ETC. THE ARTICLE DOES NOT MAKE ANY SENSE. IT IS ALL REDACTED AND IT ONLY USES KEYWORDS AND ANCHOR TEXT TO IDENTIFY ME AS NEGATIVE. THE CASE IS CIVIL AND DOES NOT HAVE ANYTHING TO DO WITH THE CONTACT OF ANCHOR TEXT OR KEYWORDS. DEFAMING AND PURPOSELY UNDER MALICIOUS INTENT TO DEFAME AND HARD HARM PRIVACY AND REDIRECT HARD THREAT AND VIOLENCE AND TRIOLLYING. 2. INFORMATION SHOULD BE REMOVED FOR THE ARTICLE IS NOT RELEVANT TO ME OR ANYTHING STORY WORTHY. THE ARTICLE WAS WRITTEN AND MAKES VERY LITTLE SENSE. A LOT HAS BEEN REDACTED. IT DOES NOT ALLOW THE STORY TO HAVE ANY CRITERIA TO BE UNDERSTOOD BY A PERSON. DOES NOT PROMOTE ANY QUALITY BUT CIRCUMVENTING GOOGLE WEBSITE PLACEMENT FOR TRAFFIC.

I consent to the processing of the personal information that I am submitting, as outlined on the removal request form.

I represent that the information in this request is accurate and that I am authorized to submit this request.

I understand that Google will not be able to process my request if the form is not properly filled out or if the request is incomplete.

Signed on this date of 04/28/2020

Signature: SEBASTIAN ZADI

--

Please consider the environment before you print this email.

CONFIDENTIAL NOTICE: This email message, including any attachments, is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged or otherwise confidential. If you are not the intended recipient(s), or the employee or agent responsible for delivery of this message to the intended recipient(s), you are hereby notified that dissemination, disclosure, forwarding, or other use of this message is strictly prohibited. If you received this email message in error, please notify the sender immediately. Please delete this message from any computer system or media where the message is stored, regulation requires us to inform you that any data contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to any party, who is not the original and intended recipient of this communication, any transaction or matter addressed herein.